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5
1 INTRODUCTION
The Southern African Development Coordination Conference (SADCC) comprises the nine independent states of Southern Africa, namely Angola,
Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, Swaziland, Tanzania, Zambia
and Zimbabwe. It was established in April 1980 through a Declaration
by the Governments of the nine states. This Declaration, which is entitled "Southern Africa: Towards Economic Liberation", begins by pointing out the context of dependence in which Southern Africa finds itself today. It says that "Southern Africa is dependent on the Republic of South Africa as a focus of transport and communications, as
an exporter of goods and services and as an importer of goods and cheap
labour. This dependence is not a natural phenomenon nor is it simply
the result of a free market economy. The nine states and one occupied
territory of Southern Africa (Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, Swaziland, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe) were, in
varying degrees, deliberately incorporated - by metropolitan powers,
colonial rulers and large corporations - into the colonial and subcolonial structures centring in general on the Republic of South Africa. The development of national economies as balanced units, let
alone the welfare of the people of Southern Africa, played no part
in the economic integration strategy. Not surprisingly, therefore,
Southern Africa is fragmented, grossly exploited and subject to economic manipulation by outsiders. Future development must aim at the
reduction of economic dependence not only on the Republic of South
Africa, but also on any single external state or group of states." (1)
The several severe crisis affecting the SADCC countries today have
their origin in both the internai policies followed by the domestic ruling groups and the decade long (1973-1984) external shocks
of oil price rises, the fall in the real prices of primary commoditities and in real terms of trade, and the recession in the advanced capitaiist countries. As Helleiner points out (2): "On average,
.. "' per capita income in Africa declined by 0.4 per cent per year
in the 1970s. The volume of agriculturai exports fel l over the decade
by 20 per cent, and estimated food production per capita also fell.
This weak performance was the result of varied influences, including
governmental inefficiency, pervasive mismanagement, and difficult external circumstances . . . . The terms of trade shock inflicted upon
tropical Africa (and other parts of the developing world) since 1979
has been, in the words of the IMF itself "brutal" . . . . The terms of
trade of African countries exporting primary products were worse in
1982 than at any time since their independence, or since the Second
World War, or even since the Great Depression." The collapse in the
world market prices of primary cornrnodities has persisted weIl into
1984, and there are no signs that any improvement is on the way (3).
All SADCC countries, except Angola, import either crude oil or refined oil products or both. (Angola supplements its domestic production of refined oil products by a relatively insignificant import.)
(4) Even with much reduced import levels enforced by the six-fold
rlse in ten years in the real imporc price of oil in relation to the
real export price of their agriculturai and mineral primary cornrnodi-
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ties, SADCC countries still have to spend between 30 and 60 per cent
of their foreign exchange export earnings on their oil imports.
The worst hit among them are Mozambique, Tanzania and Zambia, who for
the past few years have been unable to pay on their o~vn, even for the
barest essentiaI imports like pharmaceuticals, industrial raw materials and intermediate goods, basic simple mass consurnption goods,
spare parts and replacement machinery. To obtain these they have had
to depend on the "import support" extended by friendlY' governments
in the West. Their industries are working (if at all) at about 30 per
cent of their capacity, their transport fleets are grinding to a
halt, and their roads and railways are in utter disrepair.
The extreme vulnerability of the present agriculturaI production and
distribution systems in the SADCC countries, in not only their technical but also economic and social dimensions, has been tragically
brought home by the ~videspread famines and death by starvation in
the early 1980s triggered (but not solely caused) by the three year's
unbroken drought from 1981 to 1983, during which period the SADCC
countries became highly dependent on Western aid even for basic stap~
le foods. Although the drought ended in 1984 and good harvests have
been recorded in some SADCC countries in 1984 and 1985, e.g. Zimbabwe
and Tanzania, the root causes of food-insecurity remain largely unaltered.
Against this grim background, the launching of SADCC may have been
conceived by its member states as one way of attracting more international assistance, in the sense that huge regional projects would
tempt Western corporations and governments into offering "tied aid"
(5). The ab ove mentioned Declaration (6) calls on "Governments, international institutions and voluntary agencies to give priority to
increasing financial resources to support Southern African efforts
tmvard economic liberation and independent economic development"
However, under the pressure of economic and social catastrophes, and
the chaos caused by the armed aggressions masterminded and launched
by the Republic of South Africa (RSA) , the earlier SADCC determination to work towards reduction of economic dependence on the RSA has
been seriously weakened, as ~vitness the agreements signed by Mozambique and Swaziland with the RSA. lt is repor ted that the rest of the
"buffer States"-, viz Bots~vana, Lesotho and Zimbab~ve are under great
pressure by the RSA to sign similar agreements. Notwithstanding this,
the earlier SADCC rationale that truly regional development projects
such as in the transport and energy sectors would benefit both the
recipient and donor countries still holds true. That being the case,
SADCC is likely to survive as a "pragmatic" institution for undertaking concrete development projects on a regional basis, whatever the
degree of "accomodation" between SADCC states and the RSA.
At the 1980 April meeting at which SADCC was founded, the Governments
of the nine states agreed on a Programme of Action in eight fields.
They are energy conservation and energy security, transport and communications, food security, agriculturaI research, controI of cattle
diseases, manpower, industry and the Southern African development
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fund. Each of these fie1ds was assigned to one of the nine states for
coordination, with energy being alloted to the Peop1e's Repub1ic of
Angola.
In a document entit1ed "Towards an Energy Policy for Southern Africa",
approved in June 1982 by the SADCC Council of Ministers (7), the objectives of the regional energy policy were outlined. They can be summarised as fo110ws:
To restrict the use of petroleum products solely to app1ications
where alternative resource cannot be envisaged;
2 To deve10p regional e1ectrification and extend it to the transport
and agricu1tura1 sectors. To exp10it the vast hydroe1ectric resources of the region in order to achieve this, and a1so to make use
of small hydroe1ectric power stations throughout the rural areas;
3 To promote the interconnection of the national grid systerns to ensure that production and distribution capacity is uti1ised on a
more efficient basis between the various states in the region;
4 To deve10p prospecting and exp10itation of fossil fue1 deposits,
name1y oi1, natural gas and coa1.
5 To deve10p new techno10gies in the production of solar energy,
biomass and other renewab1e energy sources and then make them
avai1ab1e to the rura1 areas;
6 To promote research and deve10pment
10gies at regiona11eve1;

~n

renewab1e energy techno-

7 To promote programrnes of reforestation and efficient exploitation
and uti1isation of wood at the regiona1level.
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II AN OVERVIEW OF THE ENERGY SITUATION IN THE SADCC REGION (8)
THE PATTERN OF ENERGY DEMAND
(see Table 1)
The SADCC countries had a joint population of about 58 million in
1980, and an average gross national product (GNP) of about US $380
per capita.
The 1980 figure for the per capita consumption of energy was 850
kg coal equivalent. Of this, 21 per cent, i e 180 kg coal equivalent per capita, was consumed in the form of modern fuels, namely
electricity, petroleum products and coal. The rest 79 per cent of
final consumption, i e 670 kg of coal equivalent per capita, was
derived from traditional fuels in the form of fuelwood, charcoal
and crop and animal residue. Not surprisingly, given its rough
global correlation with per capita economic output, the per capita
modern fuel consumption in the SADCC region is relatively small.
(At the other extreme, by contrast, the per capita final energy
consumtion in the USA is about 9 000 kg coal equivalent, almost
all of it in the form of modern fuels). The SADCC per capita annual consumption of energy is spread over different forms of energy as follows: 279 KWH electricity, 60 kg of petroleum products,
60 kg of coal and 1 cubic metre of \wod.
Looking at the sectoral breakdo\Vll of energy consumption, we find
that 54 per cent is accounted for by rural households, primarily
in the form of fuelwood. Industry comes next at 25 per cent, most
of it in modern fuels. The rest are spread over transportation at
6 per cent, agriculture 6 per cenL, services and commercial sector
4 per cent and urban households 4 per cent.
The energy demand situation across the SADCC countries shows certain common patterns along with considerable country-specific diversity. In considering options for mutual cooperation, these special characteristics will need to be addressed in the context of
each country's development trajectory as weIl as regional selfsufficiency objectives.
The discussion of opportunities for SADCC energy initiatives is best
put in the dynamic perspective of long range energy requirements.
The rate of growth projected for urban population in the SADCC region is about 5.6 per cent per year, which is about twice that projected for rural population growth rate of 2.6 per cent per year.
These demographic trends have implications for the future mix of
energy requirements. The urbanisatian phenomenon suggests that growth
in modern fuel requirement is likely to exceed growth in traditional
fuel requirement. Another significant parameter affecting long-range
patterns is the assumed gro\'lth in economic output. The Gross Domec:
tic Product (GDP) growth rates for the individual SADCC countries
are estimated to be between 2.6 and 3.6 per cent per yeaL.
On the basis of the above demographic and GDP growth rates, it is
estimated that for the period 1980 to 2000 the SADCC-wide growth
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rate for the total energy demand, modern fuel demand and traditional
fuel demand will be about 3 per cent per year, 4 per cent per year
and 2.6 per cent per year, respectively. Within the modern fuels
category, the demand for electricity is estimated to grow fastest
at 4.7 per cent per year, followed by coal at 4 per cent per year
and petroleum products at 3.7 per cent per year.

The pattern of energy supply
(see Table 1)

Oit. Angola is the only SADCC country which currently produces crude
oil. It is an exporter of both crude oil and refined oil products.
\{hile there are preliminary indications of possible oil deposits
in other SADCC countries, it would be prudent for purposes of the
present exposition to assume that at least in the medium term oil
output will come entirely from Angola. In 1980, Angolan crude oil
production was 6.8 million tons, which was three times the crude
oil imports in the rest of the S~~CC region, i e 2.2 million tons
per year. Af ter subtracting its o\Vil requirements, available crude
from Angola was still 2.5 times these total imports by the other
eight member countries, which cost them about VS $500 million in
foreign exchange.
With regard to refined oil, the situation in 1980 was as follows:
The region's refinery output of 3.3 million tons per year was 86
per cent of its requirements of 3.8 million tons per year. However, one-third of this output was exported to the rest of the
,vorId, implying that 42 per cent of refined petroleum products requirements had to be imported with additional foreign exchange burdens.
By 1990, the relative positions within the region are expected to
remain as they are now, i e Angola as the only producer at 10 million tons per year, roughly two times the requirement of the nine
SADCC countries at 5.4 million tons per year. Mozambique, Tanzania
and Zambia are expected to maintain their present refinery capacity, and all three are expected to supply their domestic markets
with 100 per cent capacity refinery throughout, with Mozambique and
Tanzania supplementing their requirements by some imports. No refinery capacity installations are anticipated for the other five countries which currently have none (Zimbabwe's refinery is at present
non-operational). Angola is projected to expand its refinery capacity by 166 per cent from 1.5 to 4 million tons per year by 1990,
with exports of refined products increasiIlg by threefold over the
1980 leveIs.
By 1990, with the exception of Angola, total crude imports by the
other eight members will increase by 20 per cent, if no additional
oil fields are developed. Refined imports will increase regionally
by nearly 50 per cent.
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Natural Gas. In Angola, substantiaI recoverable natural gas resources, about 1 500 billion cubic metres, are available. The amount
of associated natural gas escaping from the oil fields during crude
oil extraction has been at the rate of about one billion cubic metres per year - on an energy content basis this is over ten per cent
of the region's total modern fuel requirement. In the past, almost
all of this ,vas wasted ("flared") , \vith a small amount pumped back
into the wells to help "lift" more oil. There are currently plans to
increase the amount of the natural gas used for pumping, and to use
some of it for producing LPG for household consumption.
Tanzania is currently developing its natural gas fields and plans
to build a fertilizer plant using this gas as feedstock. Production
is estimated to reach one million cubic metres per day. Mozambique
has natural gas deposits of up to about 100 billion cubic metres,
and is now appraising its commercial utilisation feasibility.

eoal. Coal deposits have been identified in seven of the nine member countries. Coal is currently being mined in six of the countries
with an estimated total production of 4.6 million tons per year.
Coal has not been found to date in Angola and Lesotho, and has not
yet been exploited in Malawi.
Tne region's physical resource base is sufficient to meet vastly
greater coal consumption and production leveIs. Sixty per cent of
the coal resources on the continent of Africa are concentrated in
the SADCC countries, particularly in Botswana, Zimbabwe, Mozambique,
Swaziland and Tanzania. Recoverable reserves are nowestimated at
between 2.5 and 3 billion tons, but potential geological resources
are of the order of 20 billion tons. However, the contrast between
the world average per capita coal production of about 600 kg coal
equivalent and the SADCC average per capita coal production of 80
kg equivalent reflects the early stage of coal resource development
in the region. But, coal output is projected to increase by a factor
of 3.5 over the 1980-1990 period, equivalent to an average growth
rate of 13 per cent per year.
Despite the rapid increase in regional coal consumption, the 1990
coal balance shows net exports to the rest of the world rising from
0.3 million tons in 1980 to about 9 million tons per year by 1990.

Electricity. In the SADCC region as a whole, in 1980, about 28 650
GWH was generated, as compared with only 17 130 GWH of consumption
(including transmission and distribution losses). Total generation
was about 94 per cent hydroelectricity, and the rest 6 per cent was
from other sources (mostly coal), while total installed capacity
was 81 per cent hydroelectric, and 19 per cent from other sources
(mainly from coal and oil fired stations).
A number of striking features emerge from these aggregates: First,
SADCC as a whole already generates much more electricity than it
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consumes by about 67 per cent (or 11 520 GWH per year) , and its total
installed capacity of 6 265 MW is more than 100 per cent greater than
the sum of all the member country peak demand requirements. Second,
hydropower dominates both generation and installed capacity, with
hydropower capacity having a much greater average utilization than
other forms (average capacity factor was 61 per cent for hydra, and
17 per cent for others), because of low hydra productian costs.
Almost 90 per cent of all existing hydra capacity in SADCC is located in three adjacent countries, namely Zimbabwe, Mozambique and
Zambia, primarily in the Kariba and Cahora Bassa facilities. The
major coal fired generation is found in Botswana and Zimbabwe. Oil
fired generation is greatest in Botswana and in Tanzania.
Despite the overall surplus power within SADCC, same of the member
countries engage in imports and exports of electricity both amongst
themselves and outside SADCC. Lesotho and Swaziland are at present
heavily dependent upon the Republic of South Africa for electricity.
Lesotho, with no installed capacity within its natural boundaries,
imports all of its electricity from South Africa, while Swaziland
meets about 40 per cent of its requirements from South Africa. Both
Zimbabwe and Mozambique, which have sufficient internaI capacity,
also import electricity. Zimbabwe imports about 24 per cent of its
requirements from Zambia, while Mozambique imports on ly about 3 per
cent.
The bulk of the electrical energy generated in excess of requirements
in 1980, about 11 500 GHH, is sent outside the SADCC region, in particular as Mozambiquan exports to the Republic of South Africa. Hhile
this has been the experience in the past, this generation is in principle a SADCC resource, potentially available for use within Mozambique and neighbouring SADCC countries. Such potential, however, can
only be realized if transmission links between same of the SADCC
countries are established.
The existing capacity expansion plans within SADCC must be considered in relation to the projected growth in demand. We find that by
1990 demand is projected to grow by about 60 per cent to 27 370 GHH,
while generation is anticipated to grow by 32 per cent to 37 780 GHH.
It is worth emphasizing that there are great uncertainties in longrange forecasts of both demand and planned construction. Assuming
that all of this generation is available within SADCC, regional selfsufficiency can be maintained. Similarly, installed capacity expected
by 1990 will be 11 840 MW, an increase of about 60 per cent. Based
on these figures, overall capacity would increase more than demand.
Thus, implicit in these numbers is a potential underutilization of
planned capacity. This suggests that perhaps it is possible that
same planned generation capacity could be deferred, especially in
coal-fired generation, if existing and planned surplus capacity, especially in hydro-electricity, can be made available across national
boundaries.
The full resource potential ,vithin the SADCC region is far more vast
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than current planned expansion. A total additional hydro-capacity
of about 30 000 M\v, implying a potential hydroelectric generation
of about 153 000 G~VH could be realized ultimately if economic conditions are favourable. It represents about 20 per cent of the entire
hydroelectric resources of Africa.

Regional sufficiency of modern fuels
Ignoring, for a moment, spatial, financial and institutionaI impediments to supplying evolving regional fuel demands with anticipated
regional supplies, a striking conclusion is reached. On a physical

basis, the energy foundation of the region is robust. The long term
availability of large surpluses of modern fuel forms in the SADCC
area as a whole suggests that, in principle, with adequate regional
cooperation, the energy sector could well be an engine for economic
development rather than the brake it is in many less well endowed
countries.
The surpluses of electricity, coal and crude oil are massive: 118
per cent of requirements for electricity, 130 per cent of requirements of coal and 87 per cent of requirements for crude oil. Taking
these three resources together, the region will produce over twice
(i e 210 per cent) the quantity needed to meet projected internaI
requirements. Additionally, the gross output of refinery capacities
seem to meet regional demands.
It is worth remembering that these impressive surpluses are based
on projected energy production capability, not potential economically exploitable resources. For each type of fuel there is an abundance of additional promising potential in the region for hydro, coal,
oil and natural gas development beyond the projected figures for 1990.

At the level of physical ovailability of modern fuels in the region,
then, there is ample opportunity for regional self-sufficiency. However, this physical supply/demand match in the aggregate masks a number of countryspecific and subregional problems. Among these are fuel
supplies within countries and subregions of the area, the technical
and economic feasibility of developing and upgrading transportation
and distribution networks to better link source centres with use centres, and the need to create institutionaI arrangements which would
be effective in ensuring mutual benefits to all countries of SADCC.
Woodfuel and other biomass
(see Tables 2 and 3)
The situation of regional surpluses in modern fuels contrasts sharply with the out look for traditional fuel (9). Although modern fuel
prospects are rightfully of special interest due to their role in
meeting development goaIs, the importance of traditional fuels in
the rural sector cannot be overlooked. We have already seen that
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traditional fuels (firewood, charcoal and agriculture and animal residues) currently supply about 80 per cent of fuel demand for energy
within SADCC. Although the expected growth rate in the use of traditional fuels is somewhat less than for total energy requirements, due
to urbanization and modern sector development, nevertheless, the estimated projections indicate that its fraction of final demand will still
be above 70 per cent in the year 2000.
With populations growing at around three per cent a year and urbanization rates running at roughly double this, pressure on wood for the
rural communities and charcoal for the town has increasingly become
so great that shortages have reached critical proportions in several
localities, and these shortages will become more widespread in many
countries by the early 1990s.
While biomass is likely to playa significant role in the energy mix
of SADCC countries in the foreseeable future, all of the countries are
experiencing some degree of depletion of the standing stock of trees.
The situation ranges from cases of severe shortages over substantiaI
portions of the populated rural areas (as in Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, Tanzania and Zimbabwe), to deforestation near urban areas for
charcoal supply (as in Angola and Zambia), to limited local shortages
(as in Botswana and Swaziland). As Table 3 shows, between 10 000 and
40 000 hectares aye being deforested every year.
There is a widespread misconception that the demand for firewood by
the rural population has led to serious deforestation. This is quite
misleading. Apart from a certain amount of tree felling for firewood
by the peasantry for Lheir mm household use, the dominant causes
for this rate of deforestation appear to be as follows: 1. clearing
the land for subsistence and plantation agriculture; 2. excessive
(legal and illegal) felling for sale as timber in both domestic and
foreign markets; 3. firewood for curing tobacco and tea; 4. charcoal
production for sale in the urban areas; and 5. obtaining wooden poles
for traditional housebuilding.
New and renewable sources of energy
(excluding biomass and hydroelectricity)
These are still very much at the experimental and demonstration stages,
as far as the SADCC region is concerned. They have not yet been harnessed to the production of energy for supply on a regular and substantial basis. The one exception to this is the entirely successful use
of ethanol as past-substitute for petroI (gasoline) in Zimbabwe. All
petroI sold to consumers contains ethanol up to about 20 per cent.
(This measure dates back to the pre-independence Rhodesia which had
to conserve petrol due to sanctions imposed on it by the international community).
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III PRINCIPAL ENERGY ISSUES AND POLICY OPTIONS
In the SADCC countries, at present,
are analysed, discussed and decided
each separate major form of energy,
leum products, coal, woodfuel, etc.
fore follow the same approach

energy issues and policy options
upon from the point of view of
e g electricity, refined petroIn the following we will there-

_~lectricity

nie drive to replace diesel oil generated electricity by hydroelect-

Licity is very strong. This substitution is already weIl advanced, and
is in fact nearly complete in Malawi, Mozambique and Tanzania. The
changeover is being carried out (and has been carried out) in a planned, methodical manner, stage by stage. This fact, together with the
[act that the actual and potential hydroelectric power is abundant,
has ensured that the present supply comfortably exceeds demand. The
excess of supply over demand is confidently expected to continue till
1990 and beyond. "Demand" here means that "ability of the end-use
customer to pay the asked for price", ,,,hich effectively leaves out
~bout 70 to 90 per cent of the population, who at present do not have
this "ability to pay". In that sense, "demand" is not the same as
"need". The need is very much greater than the demand, and if attempts
were made to meet the need, present supply would be clearly inadequate.
llydroelectricity is being ensured in three ways: 1. through "rehabilitcttion" or "restructuring" of existing stations, which means repair,
m~intenance and replacement of old equipment, involving import of
spare parts; 2. installation of new generators to take up existing
hydrocapacity in old dams; 3. building new dams to install new generaLors. Of these three, for obvious cost reasons, the first two are
being followed up and fully utilized, before the third is taken into
lonsideration. Activity in building new dams, even for modest generation of power, is at present highly limited.
Since the supply of electricity comfortably exceeds current demand,
dnd is expected to do so beyond 1990, there is no pressure to underlake strong measures in supply management and demand management. Orre
can say that supply management and demand management in electricity,
1'1'0'1) the position of scarcity, does not exist in any SADCC country
- dS yet. There is supply management in the sense of building up more
hydroelectric supply, and there is demand management in the sense of
encouraging enterprises in the industrial and services sectors to use
more electricity.
All major diesel-fired electricity generating stations are being closed down in Mozambique, in step with the ongoing extension of the grid
southwards and northwards from the massive hydroelectric generating
station on the Zambezi at Cahora Bassa in the northwest of the country.
Some have already been shut dO\Vl1. This whole operation is expected
lo be completed by 1986. Where the location of a major diesel-fired
station is too far to be connected to the grid, the installation of
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mini-hydro generators will be tried, with the diesel generator as a
standby. One of the priorities is the good maintenance of the electricity generation and distribution systems. There is more than enough
installed generation capacity today to meet the current demand by
urban households, industries and the services sector.
Olle very important consequence of substituting diesel-oil generators
by hydro-electricity is the dramatic reduction in the fall of cost
of production of electricity. On an average, the cost per unit of
electricity produced falls by a factor of five. In some countries, the
benefits of this fall are passed on to the customers, and in others
not; in some, electricity charges are reduced for all categories of
end-users, in particular the households, but in others for only industries and service sectors, but not for households.
In Zimbabwe, measures are being considered to reduce the import of
hydro-electricity from Zambia, through generation of massive amounts
of electricity in coal-fired thermal power stations. The effects here
on the cost of electricity production, and on charges to customers,
will be the opposite of substitution of diesel generation by hydroelectric production. The cost will go up by about 70 per cent per
unit of electricity produced, and the charge to the customer is expected to go up by considerably more than 70 per cent. The consequences
of this big increase in electricity price through coalfired generation
for the demand by different categories of end-users requires urgent
study.
In Zimbabwe the electrification of railways is also a priority, and
iS going ahead. Some reduction in the volume of diesel-oil consumed
on a national scale is brought about this way.
There are several categories of electricity tariffs in SADCC countries,
depending on the sectors supplied. They are as follows: Industry, commerciai establishments, service sector (e g hospitals, schoois, different organs of the State), public lighting and urban households. The
tariffs general ly increase as we go do,vn the above list, i.e. cheap
for industry and expensive for urban households, per unit of electricity consumed. Industries, commercial and service establishments are,
in one sense, being subsidised by the urban households and the tax
payers. The argument advanced is that it is standard commercial practice to give rebates to bulk buyers of commodities, so as to encourage more bulk buying.
As can be expected, the priori t y for assuring supply, in case of sudden and unexpected shorfalls, follows the tariff categories: Highest
priority is given to industry and service sectors, and the lowest to
households.
One of the priori ties in Mozambique is to produce and supply enough
electricity to the proposed heavy industries like iron and steel,
phosphates and aluminium refinery. Electricity will come both from
the already existing massive hydroelectric generator in Cahora Bassa
and its proposed extension. The sites for these industries will be
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chosen such that they are in the vicinity of transmission lines that
already exist or are under construction, and are at the same time in
the vicinity of the ore sites. A third important criterion is that
the sites should be a safe distance away from the South African border,
so as not to be vulnerable to possible attacks by South Africa.
The supply of electricity to state farms and big private farms near
the capital city Maputo is also a priority. This will be ensured from
1984 onwards through supply from a generating station near Maputo.
One of the biggest constraints facing Mozambique at present is its
total dependence on South Africa for supply of electricity to the
Maputo area and all the industries located in or near the capital.
Therefore another priority is to lessen this dependence by diversifying on to national sources. The options being considered are as
follows:
To tap the dc-transmission line that goes from Cahora Bassa to
South Africa. (This is now apprently technically feasible, along
the lines that have been successfully tried out to tap the dc-line
between Corsica and Sardinia in Europe).
2

To import electricity into the southern part of the country from
the new coal-fired power station in Swaziland. It is hoped that
a reliable and good connection can be established between the two
countries.

3

The setting up of hydroelectric stations of 15 to 60 MW capacities
on the major river systems in the south.

Rural electrification, in the sense of supplying electricity to rural
households, is virtually non-existent in SADCC countries. It is acknowledged in official circles that there is no prospect of changing
this situation in any significant way in the short and medium term.
The arguments advanced are two-fold, and they are interconnected:
The capital cost of, and investments required for, extending the electricity grid to rural areas are very high. Even if one were to make
the unrealistic assumption that money would be available for such investment, the costs would have to be passed on to the rural household
,'()[lsumer . This is clearly untenable, as the cash income of the rural
lt.)usehold is considerably less than that of the urban household. It
; '; clairned that SADCC State s have no resources to subsidise electri, i ty supply to the rural areas.
Sometimes "rural electrification" is confused \vith the electrification of small towns, because small tO\V'nS are remote from the big cities. Electrification of small towns is proceeding apace in SADCC
cO\lntries - but it is as weIl to be c1ear in one's mind that this
real ly amounts to supplying electricity to decentralised urban areas,
and to decentralised but geographically concentrated industrial and
service establishments.
Apparently, in Mozambique, only the provincial capitals are regarded
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as "towns" or "urban centres". Allothers fall within the category of
"rural" areas, even the big concentration of people numbering many
thousands and having some economic and social infrastructure, which
in other countries would be terrned towns. (Interestingly, a similar
definition applies in Botswana as weIl). No noticeable electrification has yet taken place even in these very large "villages". The
authorities explain this by saying that even when the grid electricity
is brought to these "villages", most of the inhabitants are not able
to receive it, because of the lack of money for connections. As for
the other who live in widely dispersed homesteads, no electrification
of their homes is possible uniess they move into communal villages.
In Zambia it is felt that funding is easily available for conducting
studies on rural electrification, in particular about the nature and
the scope of the demand for electricity in the rural areas. Of particular interest and importance are electricity for irrigation pumping,
for agro-industries based on local produce, etc. Small and medium
scale entrepreneurs in Zambia will not invest in industries in the
rural areas uniess they are assured of electricity.
As for making secondary connections from (i.e. the tapping of) the
main Zambian electricity grid (that runs at present only through developed areas) to the rural areas, it is usually the ca se that it
would be non-economical to take electricity beyond 70 kms on either
side of this line. It is worthwhile investigating under what demand
conditions it would be economic to extend the connections beyond the
70 kms point, noting that the present demand is already being met, at
least within a band of 50 kms width on either side of the grid.
Oil
Angola, as we pointed out in Section II, is the only country in SADCC
that produces oil, and exports substantiai amounts of it. This abundance has obviated any need for oil conservation. Although occassional
lip-service is paid to the importance of oil conservation to that more
will be available for export, in practice no oil saving measures are
enforced in Angola. Relative prices of petroi, diesel and other refined
products are deliberately kept low, benefitting the urban elite and
the state sectors.
But, in every other SADCC country conservation of oil is given the
highest priority. "Conservation" is used here in the sense of both
reducing the volumes (absolutely and relatively) of different refined
petroleum products, and reducing the rate of growth of consumption
of petroleum. Among the important measures used are: Reduction in imports, increased prices, physical rationing, energy audits in manufacturing industries and introduction of associated energy-efficient processes and technologies, substitution by other fuels and directives
to the public sector managers. In Tanzania, Mozambique and Zambia,
these measures have had a profound effect, bringing the levels of
consumption down to the lowest limit beyond which it is not possible
to go without severely damaging the economy and the social infrastruc-
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ture. In other SADCC countries, there is still considerable leeway
and more conservation can be achieved. An example of this is the
fact that in some countries, such as Malawi, no restrictions are placed on the import and use of energy-inefficient motor vehicles, in the
belief that users will respond to the high petroleum prices by voluntarily shifting to energy-sufficient vehicles. Actual practice does
not substantiate this belief. Another example is the lack of restriction on private motoring in preference to public transport - in particular, the absence of measures to cut down on the inordinately high
(relatively speaking) number of motorcars owned by the State for use
by the upper echelons of officiaIs. However, on the positive side one
ought to mention that in those SADCC countries which rely on "market
forces" to reduce petroleum consumption, e.g. Botswana and Malawi, the
encouragement of competitive privately o\med public transport and
freight vehicles has led to more energy-efficient vehicles being used.
Some of the landlocked SADCC countries like Malawi and Zimbabwe are
finding it very difficult to ensure adequate and regular supply of
petroleum, because of the continuing disruption of railways, roads
and oil pipelines that link them to the harbours in the region.
Amongst the most severe of these are the sabotage activities in Mozambique by the South African support ed counter-revolutionary "Mozambican National Resistance (MNR)". The disruptions are beyond the control of the landlocked countries, as they take place in the neighbouring countries where the harbours are. They are actively pursuing
the possibility of diversifying their supply sources and routes towards more reliable and safer ones. (It is reported for instance that
Malawi ~nd Zimbabwe are obtaining part of their oil supplies through
South Africa. Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland have of course always
been, and continue to be, totally dependent on South Africa for their
oil). In this they have had some success, but the situation is still
critical. This diversification involves much longer transport routes
(generally by road) and much longer turn-around-times for delivery,
adding to the cost of petroleum and decreasing the physical volumes
available at any given time. For example, af ter the MNR cut the rail
and road links between Malawi and the Mozambican harbour Beira, Malawi began importing some of its oil from the Zambian refinery at
Ndola in the copperbelt. It takes six day s for the road tankers to
reach the Malawian border from Ndola, and of course on the return
journey they go back empty. The wastage of fuel and the increased
costs to Malawi are considerable.
Angola, Mozambique and Tanzania are the on ly SADCC countries with a
coastline. Angola is aIreadya major off-shore (and on-shore) oil
producer. Mozambique and Tanzania are energetically pursuing the exploration for hydra carbons, both on-shore and off-shore. While these
have resulted in the discovery of a few big reserves of natural gas,
no oil wells that are commercially exploitable (at present prices)
have yet been found. Exploration has been given high priority. In
order to attract foreign firms which have the financial and technological capability to undertake exploration activity, the laws, rules
and regulations pertaining to foreign investment in the exploration
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and production of petroleum have been so drafted as to be beneficial
to both the foreign investors and the host states. The idea of production sharing plays a key role. That these laws, rules and regulations
are indeed attractive to foreign firms is underlined by the fact that
there are a substantial number of them now undertaking prospecting
and exploring activity. If the prospecting companies do find oil in
commercially exploitable quantities, they have the option of taking
part in developing the oil fields and in producing crude oil, under
terms and conditions where they can recover their entire investment
(exploration, development and production) within a few years. The
State, which will normally have a controlling share in the development and production activities, pays for its share of the investment through its share of the petroleum produced.
In Mozambique, the seismic work has been completed, and the off-shore
areas have been divided into blocks for purposes of exploration by
foreign companies, the contracts for which ,.,ill be of the "own risk"
type. Some contracts have already been signed.
Like Mozambique and a few other SADCC countries, Zambia too has, as
yet, no explicitly stated formal energy policy. Apparently some deliberations are going on as to which socio-economic sectors should
be using which energy forms. For instance, the copper mines (one of
the biggest energy consumers) are using all three major modern fuels:
electricity, coal and oil products. A study is underway to critically
examine which of these forms should be the predominant one for the
copper mines.
It would be highly instructive to see what happens to the recommendations contained in the World Bank/UNDP joint study on Zambia's energy
situation which was completed in the middle of 1983. The policy advisory body of Zambia has made some changes in these recommendations, and
sent them up to the government for a decision. If the government does
adopt the WB/UNDP's major recommendations without radical changes,
the question arises as to how much of a role the national policy making
bodies play inactual facto This question is important because the WB/
UNDP teams have done similar studies and made recommendations for
other SADCC countries as weIl, and a situation can easily arise where
the energy policies of the SADCC countries may be unduly influenced
by outside agencies.
The Zambian energy policy advisory body
things, that priority be given also the
conservation in industry; 2. Investment
of energy, in particular solar and wind
electric generation.

has recommended, among other
following aspects: 1. Energy
in new and renewable sources
energies; and 3. Mini-hydro

Although it is claimed that no energy policyexists as yet, there is
in effect an implemented policy, which can be identified by looking
at what is actually being done on the ground in electricity, coal,
refined oil products and woodfuel.
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Actual policy in Zambia
Substitution of oil by coal and hydroelectricity is being encouraged
and pursued, but not blindly. Substitution is attempted only when it
makes good economic sense. For example, the replacement of diesel 10comotives by electric traction is ruled out because firstly it is not
possible to obtain from abroad the huge investments required, and secondly the interest payable on the loans would itself be larger than
the foreign exchange cost of diesel oil consumed by the railways. On
the other hand, the replacement of diesel by coal fired steam locomotion will mean buying new steam engines. This too will involve massive
borrowing from abroad, an option that is unlikely to be taken in the
near future.
In the mines, the limits to sbustitution of oil by other fuels have
been nearly reached. For some types of intra-mine transport and metallurgical processes, oil is indispensable. But, wherever possible,
petroleum driven vehicles are being replaced by electric-driven ones,
as for instance by electric trolley systerns, using electricity from
the national grid.
As a first step in the attempt to save oil in both public and private
transport sectors, studies are being propos ed on examining the energy
use and efficiency of the big road hauliers. Arnong the questions that
are exercising the policy-makers are the probable social and political
reactions to the measures that may have to be inforced to achieve
this end.
Natural Gas
Big reserves of natural gas have been discovered in Mozambique at two
off-shore sites. Feasibility studies have been carrried out about
making ammonia and urea out of this gas. It is estimated that to set
up a big fertiliser plant which can produce 1 000 tons of arnrnonia and
1 500 tons or urea per day will require an investment of the order of
500 million US dollars. Meanwhile, a private firm from Swaziland will
build a small plant to produce about 200 tons per day of arnrnonia from
this natural gas for export to Swaziland. The investment required for
this is about 40 to 50 million US dollars. This plant is expected to
be operational in 1985. A feasibility study will be made by the Italian firrn Snam Progetti (of the ENI group) on constructing a pipeline
to transport the gas to Maputo. Meanwhile, an experimental unit may
be started in Maputo to produce compressed natural gas (CNG) as a substitute for diesel fuel.
Coal
-The SADCC region is very rich in coal. As we mentioned in the Introduction, there are massive proven deposits in Botswana, Zimbabwe, Mozambique, Swaziland, Zambia and Tanzania (roughly in that descending
order of magnitude). But, the world demand for ceal at present is much
lower than what it was a few years ago, and the major traditional producers (e.g. tbe USA, UK, West Germany, France, Poland, the Soviet Union,
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Australia) are competing hard with each other to hold on to their
share of a shrinking market. Under these conditions, which are likely to last as long as the present world recession lasts and perhaps for a few years even af ter world economic recovery starts, no
private foreign investment is likely to be forthcoming for developing the coal fields with a view to export. On the other hand, private foreign investment, and public and private loans and aid could
be forthcoming for producing coal for purely domestic consumption in
a SADCC country, or even for export within the SADCC region, if the
investment conditions are attractive enough for them. The volume of
coal that the SADCC region as a whole is likely to consume, including
the thermal electricity plants being erected in Zimbabwe, Botswana
and Swaziland, will be very modest by international standards. It is
therefore highly unlikely that foreign investment for coal development will be forthcoming in the short and medium term in other than
Botswana and Zimbabwe, and even there in only a few coalfields.
In Mozambique, the exploration, production and export of coal has been
given one of the highest priorities. Seismic work is going on in connection with the exploration for more coal. Pilot projects have been
set up for open cast mining and for washing coal. The lat ter is necessary to improve the quaiity of exported coal.
The conversion of coal into liquid hydrocarbons (synthetic oil derivatives) is not a feasible proposition for Mozambique or any other SADCC
country, because of the immense financial costs and the great technological complexities and uncertainties. Rather, one is interested in
projects which will turn coal into semi-coke for use in households as
a cooking fuel.
The Zambian policy with respect to coal is that production should be
kept going at least to meet current consumption. The machinery and
equipment in the Zambian coal mines have been badly run down. They
need replacing. Their rehabilitation is of the highest cancern. Till
recently, the coal mine s had been starved of foreign exchange. The
use of coal in placo of oil may lead to foreign exchange being made available to renew the equipment. An expansion of coal production beyond
domestic demand, i.e. for export, is not an economically viable proposition.
Woodfuel
The governments of the SADCC countries have of ten publicly acknowledged that for many years to come woodfuel will continue to be the almost on ly source of energy for all rural households and a large part
of the urban households. They are also aware that fuelwood plays a
dominant role in the curing of tobacco and tea, which are major export crops. In fact, in Malawi and Zimbabwe, tobacco and tea curing
account for about 40 per cent of the total consumption of firewood.
There is now growing awareness that: First, woodfuel shortages are
becoming severe in several parts of the region; second, the shortages are caused as much by the demand of the tobacco and tea curing
industries and urban households, as by the need of the rural house-
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holds; and third, the deforestation that is supposedly related to
woodfuel consumption is largely the result of clearing land for agricul ture and the timber trade, the demand by urban households for charcoal and firewood which has made woodfuel into a cash crop, and tobacco
and tea industries. With the exception of Malawi and Tanzania, however,
this awareness has not been translated into implementable policies and
effective action to overcome the woodfuel crisis.
If we look at Tanzania which has gone the furthest in devising and
implementing policies to ensure adequate production of fuelwood, we
find that it has been trying to implement the following policies:
1. Forestry projects to be trea ted as part of c ommun i t y development;
2. Providing tree seddlings of a mix of suitable species, information
on planting and tending, and forestry extension service to schools,
Christian mission stations and peasant households; 3. Making "Trees
on the Farms" the central strategy for encouraging peasants to grow
their own fuelwood; 4. Making institutions (schools, missions, etc) responsible for "Community Forestry" and II v illage afforestation ll , while
making the national Forestry Department responsible for natural forests
and wood plantations (IITrees away from the FarmsII); 6. Obliging every
district council to plant woodlots near their towns to supply woodfuel to their urban households; 7. Launching vigorous campaigns through
schools and various mass media and government agencies on the importance of planting and caring for trees both on and off the farm; and
8. Providing adequate financial and technical resources and trained
manpower to put the ab ove policies into action. These policies have
been in operation for only three to four years, and therefore it is
too early to evaluate their effectiveness. However, interim evaluations show that the IICommunity ForestrylI approach is beginning to
take root and produce positive results: If one measures the success
of tree planting schemes by the percentage of planted seedlings that
have survived the first year, then the most successful scheme has been
the planting done by schools and Christian mission stations in their
o'vu neighbourhood (with more than 70 per cent survival rate), followed
by individual peasant households (over 50 per cent), while the least
successful (less than 50 per cent) has been collective woodlots by
collective villages and village and district authorities.
In other SADCC countries the rhetorical cornmittment to combat the
woodfuel crisis has not yet resulted ln the kind of policies and purposeful action described above.
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IV THE MANAGEMENT OF END-USE, DEMAND AND SUPPLY
The efforts initiated by SADCC countries to manage the end-use, demand and supply of energy, and the severe constraints that limit
these efforts, are best illustrated by the following country-specific
examples:
End-use and demand management in oil
In order to reduce the demand for oil, the Mozambican government is
in the process of identifying those branches of industry and infrastructure which are the main consumers. The investments required for
retro-fitting the existing equipment with more oil-efficient ones are
heavy. Sirnilarly, the individual farms find it too expensive to replace their diesel-driven water pumps with electricity-driven ones.
There are instances where although electricity transmission lines run
in the neighbourhood of farms, the farmers have not connected into
them for reasons of expense. Another constraint is that the diesel
pumps are scattered far and wide on individual farms all over the
country, and just cannot be replaced by grid electricity. Thus, oil
saving through retrofitting will be a slow process, given the present great lack of foreign exchange.

On the other hand, the replacement of major diesel generators of electricity by hydroelectric generators is proceeding rapidly, and will be
completed by 1986, as pointed out earlier.
Big cuts in the consumption of oil by private motorists and official
cars have been made through physical rationing. The cuts in the use
of oil by transport vehicles have been so heavy that they have had
negative effects on the economy.
The replacement of diesel locomotives by electric ones is out of the
question for the time being, because of the heavy investment required
for the electrification of the railway systern.
A national campaign was launched in Mozambique in 1980 to make the
people aware of the need to conserve energy, in particular oil. The
stress was on finding practical alternatives to petroleum fuel. The
campaign seems to have fostered the careful use and husbanding of oil.
The initiative in switching from oil to electricity in the industrial
sector has been taken by some old factories in the north of the country,
where now electricity is available through the northwards extension of
the line from Cahora Bassa. They are cotton ginneries, saw milIs and
sisal processing plants. One of the ways in which the state is trying
to encourage industrial firms to make the switch is to construct,
free of charge, electricity transmission lines into the factoryareas.
What remains for the firms to do is to invest in the retrofitting.
For instance, this is how the government is trying to persuade an
entirely privately owned sugar plantation about hundred kilornetres
from Maputo to switch to electricity pumping in irrigation.
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Wherever possible, hand pumps will be installed for pumping from shallow wells. Hand pumps from a number of countries are being tested
but no decisian yet has been taken on which of these to manufacture
for mass use.
Where wells are so deep that handpumping is out of the question (e.g.
borewells), the alternatives to diesel pumping are being considered.
They are: steam power, solar energy and wind energy. But these are
all still, more or less, only at the stage of ideas. Electric pumping is used only for the water supply to cities.
One mini-hydra plant is being commissioned in a remote part in the
north of Mozambique to replace diesel-fired generation. No inventory
has yet been done on potential sites for mini-hydra stations.
In Zambia, the mining sectors consumes substantially less oil than
the transport sector and the thermal power stations. In turn, manufacturing industries consume much less than mining does. Nevertheless,
once one has initiated the reduction of oil consumption in transport
vehicles and electricity generation, mining and manufacturing become
the next candidates. Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe are looking into
the possibility of persuading the following industrial branches not
only to switch from oil to other fuels, but also to reduce energy
consumption as such, by becoming more energy efficient. They are:
sugar, fertiliser, textiles, breweries, cement, glass, bakeries, bicycles and grain milling.
The government can usually direct public sector factories to make the
switch, with the state taking upon itself the cost involved in the
changes. However, fiscal and other incentives are required for persuading private sector industries. Apart from tax reliefs and favourable amortization rates, the offer of direct grants are also being
considered by the governments.
The first step in the move towards energy saving in industries is to
obtain a detailed and clear picture of the energy flows and balances.
Selected industries have been asked to fill in questionnaires and to
make energy audits. The response has been fairly good in the abovementioned three countries that have tried this.
The next step is to let consultant engineers undertake pilot studies
in these factors, involving three stages: (i) improvements in energy
management and auditing without any capital investment; (ii) improvments achievable with minor investments, such as better insulation,
change of mal-functioning valves, better temperature control, more
efficient burners and installation of auxiliary equipment. The loans
advanced by the state, through its development bank, for such investments, will carry about 15 per cent interest, and. a pay back period
of three to five years; (iii) improvements that require heavy investment, e.~. replacing oil by coal, and coal by hydroelectricity, the
use of bagasse as firing fuel, etc. For these, the interest rates on
loans advanced by the state will be 8 to 10 per cent, with a pay back
period of five to ten years.
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The mining sectors in Zambia and Zimbabwe are big and powerful in relation to their total economy. The state has to approach them more
circumspectly than the manufacturing sectors. Instead of trying to
tackle energy conservation along the entire front of mining operations, which the mine s would quite sensibly resist, the policy advisors are working for oil conservation at first in only one or two important sections of the mines' operations.
End-use and demand

m~nagement ~n

woodfuel

There is, as yet, no actual demand management in woodfuel in the region. Some of the ideas being considered for present and future large-scale implementations are: use of woodwaste, producer gas, biogas
and efficient woodstoves. A few (mainly foreign funded) testing and
demonstration projects are going on. With the exception of Tanzania
no national mass campaigns have been effectively set in motion to raise
the level of awareness about the woodfuel problem.
End-use management through renewable energy technologies(RETs)
In the medium term, and perhaps even in the long term, RETs are seen
as the only viable alternative in end-use management of energy for
the whole of the rural population, and the urban poor, who today constitute the majority of the urban population. In theory, and in rhetoric, RETs are considered as the instruments that will take the pressure off woodfuel and promote the conservation of general vegetation,
shrubs, trees and forests, and thus of soil and water. But this conviction is not matched by practice. The resources committed by the
governments of the SADCC countries to the production and distribution
of RETs are entirely negligible in comparison with the resources made
available for ensuring the supply of conventionai modern fuels, e.g.
oil, natural gas, electricity and coal. We mention below the few examples of RET promotion that exist today in the SADCC countries, in the
following six areas: Mini-hydroelectric generation, solar energy, wind
energy, briquetting of coal dust from coal slurries, biogas and improved wood and charcoal burning stoves.

Mini-hydroelectric generators are seen as meeting the needs of the
rural population in areas too remote to be connected to the national
grid. They can also replace, at many remote sites, stand-alone diesel
generators. In Zambia some studies have been completed, while others
have been initiated and two generators are going to be installed soon
(both of them donated by Sweden). As mentioned above, in Mozambique
a (Norwegian donated) generator has been installed.
As far as soZar energy is concerned, the experience and the conclusion
is that simple technologies for crop and fish drying, and for water
heating, are viable and should be promoted. There is a strong conviction, born of field testing, that photovoltaics are neither economically viable nor socially suitable for installation in rural communities. But they may have a role to play in remote areas for special
uses of critical importance, e.g~ the powering of telecommunication
devices.
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Pilot and demonstration projects are going on at one very weil run
research station in Zimbabwe in the following solar energy technologies:

Solar erop drying, which will make it possible for peasant households to
grow and dry two crops in one year, instead of only one due to constraints of drying. With the solar crop dryer, they can grow and dry
maize from October to March (summer months in the southern hemisphere)
and wheat from April to August (winter months).

Photovoltaieally operated luater pumps for pumping from depths of upto
50 metres. It is found that the capital equipment is veryexpensive
in relation to the average income of households or even institutions;
for instance, it costs about 40 000 US dollars to install a photovoltaic system that provides a small community with lighting only for
the local school, with electricity for water pumping and for running
the refrigerators in the community's few institutions like health clinics. Thus, this may be viable in remote areas where no other cheaper,
or even physically possible, alternative source of energy is available,
provided it is paid for by the state, or municipality or some such
institution.

Solar thermodynamie water pump (The Hart pump). This does not use photovoltaics, but operates purely on thermodynamic principles using direct
solar radiation. (It is being commercialized by an Australian firm based in the Western Australian city of Perth). Apparently, it costs
about hal f of what a pump of the same capacity would cost if driven
by photovoltaic cells.
Solar water heaters for institutionai and household use are being manufactured and sold by two private firms in Malawi and Zimbabwe. One
non-governmental organization (NGO) is active in Malawi in distributing and popularizing solar water heaters among the rural people. This
same Malawian NGO has also installed locally made windmills in the
rural areas to pump water from shallow wells.

Photovoltaie cells are being used in Malawi for boosting radio and
telecommunication transmitters in remote regions. Apparently, these
cells need to be serviced only twice a year. Old diesel-powered-battery
systems used in some booster stations will be replaced by photovoltaicpowered battery systems.
It is instructive to note that, with the exception of photovoltaics
and woodstoves and charcoal stoves, the Malawian government has not
taken practical initiatives in RETs; such initiatives have so far come
from non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and private firms.

Wind energy remains largely untested in most SADCC countries. A few
windmills for water pumping are in operation in Botswana, Zimbabwe
and Zambia. No wind maps exist, and no substantiai effort is being
made to draw them.
In Zambia, the briquetting of eoal dust from eoal slurries for use
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as a cooking fuel in households is an ongoing project funded by a
West German agency. Unfortunately, the two different national institutions involved in this are not coordinating their efforts. And
the approach to the project becomes questionable, when one discovers
that the West German agency is flying samples of the coal slurry all
the way to its parent company in West Germany for chemical testing
and processing, as weIl as for briquetting testing, neglecting thereby the opportunity to train Zambian nationals in these techniques.
Of all the SADCC countries, Tanzania has made the largest effort in
installing and monitoring biogas plants. About a hundred biogas digesters were bought and set up by a government department in various
parts of the country in the mid and late 1970s. The majority of these
are now out of action, due to lack of care, repair and maintenance,
but principally due to the apathyand lack of personal committment
by the residents of the viI lage s where they were installed. The whole
project is now virtually defunct. Efforts in other SADCC countries
like Malawi, Zambia and Botswana are still highly marginal, with only
a very few plants being installed and field-tested.
In Malawi, the state has taken an active interest in, and committed
resources to, the development and technical testing of relatively more
efficient woodburning and charcoal burning stoves. A government department has also conducted field tests for the economic, social and cultural viability and acceptability of improved stoves. In other SADCC
countries, stove projects are still in their infancy. For instance,
in Zambia as in some other SADCC countries, work in this area is still
confirmed to the engineering faculty of the university and is limited
to technical development and testing; efforts at extensive dissemination have yet to materialize.
In the SADCC countries, as we pointed out above, the resources committed to RETs are, as it is, tiny compared to the resources put into the conventionaI modern fuel sectors. Depressing as this fact is,
the constraints faced by RETs are made even worse by rivalries and
duplication of efforts. An example will illustrate this: In Botswana,
three organizations are competing. In one of them USAID has spent several million US dollars over a three year period to "develop" nothing
more than a metal woodburning stove and an earthen stove, which have
yet to be field-tested for technical efficiency, economic viability
and culturaI and social acceptance. The personnel employed under this
project (some of whom are expatriates, including the director) say
they have field-tested imported solar water heaters, solar cookers,
photovoltaically opera ted lights, refrigerators and water pumps and
windmill operated water pumps. But there is nothing to show in substantiation of this claim and nothing in the way of concrete results,
or the beginnings of a scheme of dissemination. Olle gets the clear
impression that this organization is just play-acting. Considering
that despite its glaring non-performance over three years at high
cost, USAID has continued to put money into it, one wonders what the
real motive behind the "aid" is.
The second organization has done valuable work ln building up a good
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library on RETs, and a good information system and data bank (so-called "soft-ware"). It is providing good service to various institutions
in the country who come to it for information and advice on RETs.
(Till recently, it was funded by the Commission of European Communities,
Brussels).
While the above-mentioned two organisations are government agencies,
the third is a NGO and is the most impressive. Its highly dedicated
and committed team of professionals, with appropriate engineering and
economics and social science qualifications and experience, have by
themselves developed and successfully field-tested several RETs like
animal traction water pumps for pumping from deep wells and windmills
for water pumping. They have begun to commercialize these innovations,
even exporting to two SADCC countries viz Zimbabwe and Swaziland. At
present, they are field-testing biogas digesters of the Indian and
Chinese types, for which there may weIl be considerable potential here
with its great herds of cattle. But, as in so many other African
countries including the SADCC countries, the catch is that the cattle
are not sedentary, but move from pasture to pasture.
Supply management of refined oil products
The supply management of imports of crude oil and refined oil products has already been dealt with at length earlier on under the section on "policies, priorities and options". We now turn very briefly
to domestically refined oil products. Of the nine SADCC countries,
five have refineries, viz one each in Angola, Mozambique, Tanzania,
Zambia and Zimbabwe. ( The Zimbabwe refinery was shut down during the
UDI years under the illegal Smith regime, because crude oil supplies
along the Beira-Mutare (Umtali) pipeline were cut as Mozambique joined the UN boycott against Rhodesia. It has not been revived). With
the exception of Angola, the other three working refineries face the
same major problem caused by the fall in the domestic demand for refined products as a result of the essentiaI demand management policies
in oil imposed by the three governments, viz the capacity utilization
of the refineries is down to 50 to 60 per cent, and they are highly
"uneconomic" to run at these reduced capabilities. One way round this
problem is to increase the share of the light and middle distillates
for which there is a regional market, as of against the residual heavy
fuel oil, for which there is none, because of the low level of industrialisation in the region as a whole; possibilities of breaking into
the world export market in heavy fuel oil are virtually null today
for SADCC countries. To increase the share of the light and middle
distillates, cracking facilities have to be introduced into the existing refinery installations, but these are extremely investment-intensive at several hundred million dollars per refinery - so that option
seems to be uninviting and unrealizable. The cruel dilemma of this
Scylla and Charybdis situation is weIl illustrated by Zambia, where
the energy policy advisory body is wondering whether to recommend
the shutting do~~ of the refinery, if no foreign loans for investment in cracking facilities are forthcoming. Angola as we said above
is the exception - it has already some weIl established export channels for its domestically unwanted fuel oil, and will have no problems
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in finding the investment required for cracking facilities, if and
when that option becomes timely.
Supply management of woodfuel
There is no management of supply of woodfuel to the rural population.
And there will not be, for the same reasons as for food supply. The
peasantry has to produce both the food and the woodfuel that is required not only for its own essentiaI consumption, but also for that
of the urban population. Even in the exceptional cases where the state
is ideologically committed to ameliorating the woodfuel crisis of the
rural population, as in Tanzania, it has neither the capacity nor the
resources to do it with any degree of efficiency or success. Tt is
of ten vigorously argued by some that indirect supply management through
better producer prices and subsidised availability of modern technological inputs (e.g. high-yieldingvariety seedlings, fertilizers, pestic ides) will increase the production and sale of food and woodfuel.
While this is indeed the case for large-scale commercial farming by
whites in Malawi, Zambia and Zimbabwe, this strategy remains to be
effectively tested on the black African peasantry the bulk of whom
are small-scale cultivators: We doubt whether it can be done at all
in the short or medium term, because firstly the SADCC government
have no resources to subsidise technological inputs into peasant agriculture except on an extremely selective and limited basis (as indeed has happened in Botswana and Malawi favouring the rise of a black
African commercial farming class and is now beginning to happen in Zimbabwe), and secondly there is virtually nothing to buy with an increased
cash income given the great shortage of industrially-produced essentiaI consumer goods (the exceptions being Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi
and Swaziland with their imports of South African goods and Zimbabwe
with its own "flourishing" consumer goods industry). The key in our
opinion is not so much better prices, as the availability of sufficient quantities of industrially-produced essentiaI consumer goods
("one cannot eat money").
Supply management of woodfuel to urban areas has been tried in Tanzania, Zambia and Mozambique with singular lack of success so far. The
earliest example of creating woodfuel plantations in the vicinity of
urban centres is Dar es Salaam. Then came Lusaka, to be followed in
recent years by the Mozambican towns of Maputo, Beira and Nampula.
(The Malawian capital Lilongwe also has extensive plantations, but
these are not meant for woodfuel supply but for beautifying the to\vu,
as the author discovered during his visit). The reasons for the failure of these schemes can be summed up as follows: First, their dependence on large foreign-funded capital investment in agriculturaI machines and vehicles, chemical inputs and seedlings; the first injections
of this capital came either as straightforward "aid grants" from the
Nordic countries or as "soft loans" from the Horld Bank; no more injections are forthcoming now; second, lack of capable local management,
leading to dependence on a few expatriate experts who of course could
not, or would not, stay there "for ever"; third, failure on the part
of the state and the managers it appointed to motivate and mobilize
the wage labour force that was employed to put in at least r~asonable
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amounts of work; and finally, in the case of Mozambique the severe
shortages of basic food at the plantatian sites, which compelled the
wage workers to leave the area in search of food elsewhere. With all
these, the "economic" market price of woodfuel from these plantations
would have been too high for the urban poor and the urban lower-middle
classes to pay, in the highly unlikely event of these plantations reaching the state of maturity where woodfuel could be systematically
and regeneratively harvested and put on the urban market. Thus, the
present dependence of the urban populations on the peasants for their
firewood and charcoal will continue, with even greater areas round
towns being deprived of vegetation cover and their soils eroded.
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V INVESTMENT POLICIES IN ELECTRICITY, OIL, NATURAL GAS AND COAL

In all these four areas, SADCC countries are actively looking for foreign investments, loans, credits and aid. Their capacity to generate
local investment themselves seems to be extremely limited. In each
area, the State insists on having some share, sometimes a majority
one. To attract foreign investment, the SADCC countries have, almost
without exception and irrespective of their political philosophies,
enacted investment codes which ought to prove highly attractive to
investors. The terms include guarantee of non-nationalization for a
certain number of years, fair compensation at current market value
if and when nationalizations take place, tax rebates on investment
and profits, repatriation of a large share of profits, rapid amortization, waiving import duties on imported capital equipment, etc.
Further, they are prepared to authorise preliminary studies on the
internai rate of return, project evaluation studies and feasibility
studies to assess the viability of the proposed investments.
Mozambique and Swaziland represent two ends of the political spectrum
in SADCC. A brief look at their practice in implementing their investment policies in the electricity sector will give a good idea of the
range of possibilities involved:
Investment policy in electricity in Mozambique
Af ter a project has been identified and an economically feasible proposal has been worked out, the National Planning Commission (NPC) considers the matter. If it approves the project proposal, the government begins looking for financial support from abroad.
The policy is that at least 85 per cent of the investment must come
from the foreign investor, with the state putting up at most 15 per
cent. The state has to usually borrow to finance this 15 per cent, or
obtain it as grant-in-aid. (An example is the financing of the electricity transmission lines southwards from the massive Cahora Bassa generator. Swedish companies put up 85 per cent in the form of loans to
the state, while another 15 per cent was given to the state as grantin-aid). Repayment of loans usually begins six months af ter a project
has been completed. The average rate of interest is between 10 and
15 per cent, payable in convertible hard foreign currency. Occassionally, the country gets a long grace period, before repayment of loans
start. (For instance, the British have recently loaned money to the
energy sector with a grace period of 25 years).
It is now proving more difficult to obtain finance than was the case
a few years ago. However, foreign companies which want to sell their
equipment, or participate in construction work, usually arrange the
finance themselves (loans, lines of credit, suppliers' credit), but
tie the money to purchases from themselves or the firms they specify.
As yet, there is no clear overall policy or guideline about how foreign
comp'anies and investors can participate in the activities of the state
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enterprises in Mozambique. No investment code has yet been drawn up.
A national law on the participation by foreign companies is being considered. Meanwhile, investments are handled on a case by case basis.
The state institutions that dec ide on investment are the NPC, the
Ministry of Finance and the Central Bank. The energy institutions may
proffer advice, but are not allowed to take investment decisions. Foreign investments have been made in the oil and coal sectors.
Investment policy in electricity in Swaziland
The electricity public utility in Swaziland i~ a fully autonomous parastatal. It has a great deal of independence in making its investment
decisions. Prior to an investment, say in an expansion or development
project, it employs outside consultants to do the pre-feasibility and
feasibility studies. On the basis of these studies, foreign financiers
are approached and agreements reached between the utility and the foreign
financier. The government is not involved in this process, except that
it has to approve the agreement reached. The investment policy is governed by the rule that the utility must pay back the interest and the
principal to the lending institutions entirely from its o\~ income,
and also contribute to a substantiaI part of the initial investment
from its own capital accumulated through profits. It sets its o\~ tariffs, which are in direct relation to the unit cost of electricity
produced and delivered. Although it in no way subsidises the consumers, big or small, its tariffs are the lowest of all SADCC countries.
Despite such low tariffs, this public utility has consistently made
profits, and is therefore in a position to partfinance its development and expansion projects. This is a unique achievement. It is run
extremely efficiently, but nevertheless in away that is benign and
beneficial to its employees. No other energy public utility or energy
parastataI in the SADCC region comes anywhere near the success of this
example; it seems to be unique.
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CONCLUSIONS

Angola is the on1y crude oi1 producer in SADCC. It has one refinery.
It exports both crude oi1 and refined products. Angola is more or less
su1f-sufficient in meeting its current demand in differ~nt refined
oi1 products, importing on1y small quantities of a few specific oi1
products that its refinery cannot yet produce in adequate amounts.
All the other SADCC countries are tota11y dependent on countries outside the SADCC region for their crude and refined oi1. Mozambique,
Tanzania and Zambia have refineries, where they process imported crude.
(Zimbabwe's refinery has not yet been restarted since it c10sed dOvffi
during the UDI years under the illegal Smith regime). Of the other
five, all of which import on1y refined oi1 products, Botswana, Lesotho
and Swazi1and are tota11y dependent on South Africa, whi1e Malawi and
Zimbabwe are part1y dependent on South Africa. All the signs are that
this dependence will not on1y pers ist up to the medium term, but a1so
deepen.
Regional se1f-sufficiency in oil, based on Angolan oil, will have to
solve three major problems, befor e becoming a practical option: 1. The
physical and economic viability of transport of oil, and the physica1
security of transport of oil, from Angola to the other member states;
2. The apparent unsuitability of Angola crude for the oil refineries
of Tanzania, Mozambique and Zambia; and 3. The negative impact on these
three oil refineries of any proposed import of Angolan refined products.
It seems likely that it will take Et least up to the medium term to
solve these problems, assuming that the political will exists to do so,
which is doubtfu1 in the drastica11y altered political c1imate fo110wing the Nkomati Agreement.
With the exception of Angola, all the other SADCC countries have instituted measures to reduce their consumption of oi1. One of the principal measures used is the switching from oil to hydroe1ectricity and
coal. These measures have had varying degrees of success. Tanzania,
Zambia and Mozambique have reduced their oi1 consumption to the 10west
possible limits.
Petroleum prospecting and exploration activities are going on fair1y
strongly in those SADCC countries which have coastlines. There is no
dearth of investment by foreign companies.
SADCC countries have been considerab1y successfu1 ~n reducing their
consumption of refined petroleum products both in absolute and relative terms. There is room for further conservation, and various measures can still be undertaken. Principal among these are restrictions
on private motoring, encouragement of public transport, substitution
of road transport by rai1 for moving freight wherever rai1 1inks a1ready exist, restrictions on energy-inefficient motor vehic1es, and
economic incentives to industries to substitute petroleum by other
fuels and to introduce energy-efficient processes and techno10gies.
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The SADCC region has a great surplus of installed and actual capacity
in hydroelectricity, primarily based on the Zambezi, but also on the
other major river systems of Angola, Zambia, Tanzania and Mozambique.
But due to historical reasons and the colonial legacy, this surplus
production does not yet reach all SADCC countries, with the result that
Lesotho, Swaziland, Botswana and Mozambique are dependent, to varying
degrees, on South Africa for some of the electricity they consume.
With the possible exception of Mozambique, this dependence on South
Africa is likely to continue into the medium term. But it is very important to note that unlike the oil dependency, this electricity dependency can be rapidly reduced in the short term, and altogether eliminated in the medium term, if SADCC member states are politically
willing to pay the economic price for cooperating in the sharing and
use of the huge surplus capacity that actually exists in the Zambezi
hydrolelectric power stations. (This prognosis of course does not
apply to Lesotho, which will be forced to continue its dependency on
South African electricity, entirely surrounded as it is by that country).
The available supply of electricity to industry, commercial establishments, service sectors and higher income urban households is more than
the present demand. The plans to increase the production of electricity to meet the rise in demand by the above four sectors, through
both hydroelectric generators and coal-fired thermal plants, are weIl
in hand and the projects are going ahead as scheduled. No serious difficulties have been encountered in finding foreign investment for these
electricity projects. Thus, even by year 2000, the supply will most
probably outstrip demand by the four priority sectors of nndustry,
commerce, services and higher income urban households.
But the picture is quite different for the lower income urban households (living in so-called shanty towns) and the totality of rural
households, i.e. the overwhelming majority of the population. They present no effective demand for electricity at the moment, because of
their very low cash incomes and purchasing power. There are no plans
to significantly increase the provision of electricity to them.
From the point of view of provision of electric energy at the present
level of reasonable relative prices, investment in coal-fired thermal
plants is uncalled for. The actual and potential hydroelectric capacity is so great that for considerably lesser investment than in coal,
an abundant supply of hydroelectricity at prices substantially lower
than thermal-electricity can be assured up to year 2000 and beyond.
Nevertheless, the option of coal-fired generation is being vigorously
pursued by Botswana and Zimbabwe. This does not augur weIl for regional
cooperation in energy sharing. Further, because the coal is being mined
and sold by the South African based multinational Anglo-American, an
indirect dependency on South Africa exists and will be consolidated.
The SADCC region has vast deposits of both steam and coking coal,
ranging frompoorto very high quaIity. Botswana, Zimbabwe, Mozambique and Swaziland have the largest proven deposits. These big four,
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as weIl as Zambia and Tanzania with their smaller deposits, are keen
on developing their eoal mines with a view to export to the industrially developed eountries. However, there is a severe glut of eoal
on the world market, and the world's leading producers not only have
had to eut back their produetion, but also are eompeting hard with
eaeh other to retain their share of a mueh redueed market. Under these
eireumstances, it is unlikely that huge foreign investments required
for developing the coal mines for export will be forthcoming. (The
exception is Botswana, where Shell Coal is showing great interest in
extracting coal for export). The other option, viz developing the mines
for domestic demand, will be eeonomieally non-viable at least up to
the medium term, because under the present industrial and economic
crisis in whieh the SADCC countries find themselves, the domestic demand for eoal will be too low for many years to come to justify the
big investments required to open up new mines or develop the old ones.
The conversion of coal to liquid hydrocarbons as synthetic substitutes
for oil is also being discussed as an option in the coal rich SADCC
countries. This is likely to remain a pure ly theoretical option, given
the enormous investments required and the great uncertainties in technological and economic efficiencies.
The only energy source available to the overwhelming majority of the
population in the SADCC countries (between 70 and 95 per cent) is
woodfuel (firewood and charcoal). The entire rural population, and
the urban poor who constitute the majority in the urban areas, do
not have enough cash income to buy modern fuels. Their dependence on
woodfuel, which is used pre-eminently for cooking, is absolute. Although one can expect that a small part of this population will acquire
the purchasing capacity to buy modern fuels in the coming years, if
economic growth picks up speed, still it is true that more than 50
to 60 per cent of the total SADCC population will have to depend only
on woodfuel as their source of energy till the end of this century.
The rural population gathers the firewood, while the urban poor have
to buy it. The peasants make charcoal, not for their o_vu use, but for
sale to the urban lower middle classes, the urban working class and
the urban poor. The combined effect of all this is that many parts
of the SADCC region are suffecing from a woodfuel crisis. The crisis
of de-vegetation, deforestation and so il erosion are caused less by
peasant consumption of firewood than by land clearance for agriculture, the timber trade, tea and tobacco curing industries and urban
demand for woodfuel.
All SADCC governments have repeatedly made statements stressing the
need to solve the woodfuel crisis. With the exception of Tanzania
and Malawi, where vigorous programmes of action have been launched
to combat this problem, in the other seven member states the committment has remained purely verbal. On-the-spot experience indicates
that this state of affairs will continue. The authorities are likely
to concentrate heavily on the modern fuels (electricity, coal, oil
and natural gas), while largely ignoring the traditional fuels (firewood and charcoal). Very little financial and manpower resources have
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been put at the disposal of those who have been formally charged with
the responsibility to tackle the woodfuel crisis.
As with woodfuel, so with the renewable energy technologies (RETs)
required for harnessing new and renewable sources of energy; the commitment is mostly rhetorical. The RETs are suffering from official
neglect. One detects among the authorities the feeling that both woodfuel and RETs prograrnrnes should look for funds from abroad, and not
expect much from national resources.
No SADCC country has, as yet, an energy plan, in the true sense of
the word. Of course, there are plans to develop individual sectors
like electricity, coal, oil and natural gas, but these are not integrated into one energy plan which considers energy as an integrated
source, whose different forms are to be distributed depending on criteria of technological necessity, economic optimality and viability,
and social desirability. Thinking is still strongly supply-oriented,
in particular with respect to the modern fuels. There is as yet little
awareness of the potentialities of demand and end-use management.
Demand and end-use management has manifested itself, by sheer force
of necessity, in two areas: the substitution for oil, and the saving
of energy in mining and manufacturing industries; in the former, the
lowest economically-sensible and socially-desirable limits have already been reached in Tanzania, Mozambique and Zambia, while in the
lat ter area much more can be done in all SADCC countries.
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Notes for TABLE 1
a) As of 1984, Angola was still the only produeer of erude oil 1n the
SADCC region.
b) One giga watt-hour

=

one million kilo watt-hour.

c) This ineludes all presently installed and future potential hydroeleetrie generating capacity, as weIl as all presently installed thermal
(eoal, diesel, etc) generating capacity. But it excZude potential
future thermal generating capacity.
d) This figure, whieh should be taken onlyas an indieative number, is
most probably an underestimate. It ineludes fire'vood, and wood for
ehareoal produetion, erop euring (tobaeeo and tea), and industrial
purposes (mining and manufaeturing).
e) These estimates have been arrived at by assuming that both the population and the GDP will grmv a t about 3 per cent per annum for the
SADCC region as a whole. See TABLE 2 for population figures.
"n p f" means r..ot possible to foreeast as of nmv.
"n p e" means not possible to estimate as of nmv.

TABLE 2 Consumption of woodfuel in relation to population sizes, in 1980.
As % of total population

Estimated Average Annual Growth Rates during
the period 1980-2000 (% per year)

Per
Rural
Urban
Total
Capita
Popula- Popula- Woodfuel (11 wogdfuel
tian
tian
(millions m ) (m ) (1)

Total
Rural
Urban
Woodfuel
Popula- Popula- Popula- consumptian
tian
tian
tian

Angola
7.08
Bo t swana
0.81
Lesotho
1. 34
Malawi
6.16
Mozambique 10.46

78.9
86.6
90.6
92.7
92.2

21.1

13.4
9.4
7.3
7.8

5.38
0.53
0.59
7.14
12.25

0.76
0.66
0.44
1.16
1.17

2.8
3.5
2.6
3.4
2.9

1.8
3.0
2.2
3.1
2.6

5.5
5.8
4.9
6.1
5.8

2.0
2.8
1.8
1.7
2.4

Swaziland
Tanzania
Zambia
Zimbabwe

14.7
7.3
42.0
22.7

0.39
19.72
6.35
5.70

0.70
1. 10
1. 10

3.1
3.3
3.4
3.5

2.4
3.0
1.4
2.7

5.9
6.1
5.3

3.2
3.3
1.9
2.8

Country

Total
Population
(million)

0.56

85.3

17 .93
5.77

92.7

58.0

7.40

77 .3

0.77

5.5

Source: "SADCC: Energy and Development to the Year 2000", 1984, ap cit.
1 Total wood requirements (includes wood for charcoal productian, and for construction,
industrial purposes, and lasse).
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TABLE 3 Areas of natural woody vegetation and plantations estimated
for 1980 and 1985, in thousands of hectares.

Country

Year

Forests

Fallow

Shrubs

Total of
natural
woody
vegetation

Angola

1980
1985

53 600
53 130

12 250
12 600

16 150
16 150

82 000
81 880

Botswana

1980
1985

32 560
32 460

- (2)

20 000
20 100

52 560
52 560

Malawi

1980
1985

4 271
3 521

380
500

4 651
4 021

85
89

Mozambique

1980
1985

15 435
14 835

13 200
13 750

29 000
29 000

57 635
57 585

43
61

10
10

Tanzania

1980
1985

42. 040
41 390

4 100
4 620

13 800
13 800

59 940
59 810

140
183

10
10

Zambia

1980
1985

29 510
29 160

7 400
7 950

3 200
3 200

40 310
40 310

50
63

40
40

Zimbabwe

1980
1985

19 900
19 500

900
000

20 800
20 500

130
160

Average
annual
Planta- deforestations
tion 1
171
185

40
44

Source: FAO 1981 Tropical Forest Resources Assessment Project:
Forest Resources of Tropical Africa, Rome.
This refers only to forests, not to fallows and shrubs.
2 - means "not knmm".
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